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Introduction
Each company has its own management;
each management has its own functional values, structures and architectures. Definitely,
managerial policies and strategies, as well as
the management itself (management of companies and enterprises of all kinds, management of big corporations and multinationals,
ǯǼȱȱ¢ȱȱ¡ȱȱ
and differences. Even if the trend is for all of
ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱ£ȱȱ
expectation imposed by an increasingly more
pronounced process of transition to a knowledge-based society, dominated by profound
interfacing systems of values, information,
cognition, leading technology and network
effect, the peculiarities and differences continue to remain, the competitive spirit does
not fade, but instead develops itself, the in£ȱȱȱȱȱ ȱordinates gain new and consistent aspects.
Their management becomes both a universal science and especially an art, switching
increasingly from a strictly individualised
dimension, competitive and even isolated,
to one which is at least compared, before becoming integrated.
ȱŗşŝŞǰȱȱ ȱed that “comparative management deals with
the study of the similarities and differences
local of managerial practice from different
countries.”1 Comparative management is not
a supra-management, but a means of analysing the various forms of management within
different cultures and even within the same
culture, in order to identify similarities, areas
of intersection, differences and even conflicts.
ȱǯȱ ǰȱȱǱȱȱsource for Improving Managerial Adaptability, in
“Columbian Journal of World Business”, vol. 13,
ŗşŝŞǲ
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ȱȱȱȱȱ£ȱȱȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ £ȱ ȱ
meet increasingly more in an essential way
ǻȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ Ǽǰȱ ȱ ȱ
 ȱ ȱ ȱ £ȱ ȱ ¡ǰȱ
the one of the culture of the knowledgebased society which, in our opinion, defines
ȱ  ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ £ǰȱ ȱ ȱ £ǰȱȱ£ȱȱǰȱȱ£ȱȱ ǰȱȱȱ£ǯȱ
ȱ £ȱ ill not lead for sure
ǻȱǰȱȱȱȱǼȱȱȱ¢ǰȱȱȱ£ȱ¢ȱǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ £ȱ ȱ ¢Ǽǰȱ
but to new systems of value, new configuraȱȱ£ȱȱȱȱ
new management formula. Well, comparative management tries, even as of now, to
analyse the current formulas and forms of
ȱ ǻ£ȱ ǰȱ
human resources management, financial
ǰȱǯǼȱȱȱǰȱǰȱ
regional, international, multinational, global
areal, so that the conclusions which emerge
from such to lead to performance increase
and the rational use of resources, to the permanent adaptation of culture and managerial
experience to new requirements and especially to new intercultural and multicultural
configurations.
Below we shall selectively approach
only a couple of the numerous aspects that
concern such a topic, generally sticking only
to the managerial particularities of the national management of enterprises, compaȱ ȱ £ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ
existing in some countries, as well as to the
entirety of the effects and their implications.
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1.Cultures, experiences and managerial typologies
Although management science usually operates with the same principles almost
all over the world, the management itself,
no matter what forms and formulas would
have, is not and will probably never be the
same. And the reason for such is that people
and their communities, companies, enterprises, countries and even multinationals are
different. And, within the comparative analysis, differences are essential.
American Management seems to be miraculous. Americans have an inherent managerial culture, a very special type of culture,
which integrates in itself, as an essence, the
managerial aptitude and attitude (every
ȱȱȱǼȱȱǰȱǰȱfect-centred managerial vocation. Americans
place the effect before the cause because
the American culture, including the culture
management, emerged from effect, not from
the cause. Here, for example, while most
European countries scored stagnations or
even negative economic growth (the oxymoron is used here deliberately to describe an
endogenous conflict within the space of the
£ȱ ȱ ¢Ǽǰȱ ȱ ȱ
growth in their economic analyses. Another
interesting phenomenon is constituted by the
increasing of the cleavage between the social
classes, there being an acute concentration of
wealth for those who are already rich, thus
affecting the middle class and the poor, the
younger generations being particularly affected. Is it the famous American managerial
ǵȱȱȱǵ
The American management, at all levels, has several features that make it unique
and miraculous in its own way. It is not an
empty saying the one that states that, for the

Americans, when they want to build something, there is no obstacle they cannot overcome. As a rule, Americans do not avoid
obstacles, but they approach them directly.
Should there be a mountain ahead a road under construction, Americans would climb it
or dig through the mountain but under no
circumstances they deviate from their project.
The American management, at all levels, but especially at the level of the enterprise, is both:
Ȋȱdirect;
Ȋȱpragmatic;
Ȋȱbased on the omnipotence of the
effect;
Ȋȱbased on the unimportance of the hierarchical differences;
Ȋȱunsympathetic,
individualistic,
business-centred;
Ȋȱmercantile (profitable in terms of purȱȱǼǯ
With all its limitations - that it singular£ȱȱǰȱȱȱȱǰȱȱȱȱflict with other types of management – the
American management represents one of the
most performant management in the world.
It is interesting to notice that the American
global management (the United States of
America being one of the few countries in
the world that benefit from such an effective
ȱǼǰȱȱ¢ȱǰȱmatic and based on effect, as the management at the level of enterprise. In addition,
the American global management is based on
the following:
Ȋȱinfo domination;
Ȋȱtechno domination (total technologiȱȱȱǼǲȱ
Ȋȱglobal strategic dominance;
ȊȱȱȱȱǻǼǲȱ
Ȋȱeconomic
and
technological
dominance;
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Ȋȱpolitical, geopolitical and military
dominance;
Ȋȱdominance based on a pragmatic culture, on the culture market.
Although in all types of management
Americans consider, first, the profit (thereǰȱ ȱ Ǽǰȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ
the direct way and the detail with essential
value. Almost all countries in the world are
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fascinated by the American management
and, even if they do not have a culture in this
regard and no such vocation, they take it as
a model.
The main elements, in our view, of a
possible comparative management in the
American-Romanian relationship are preȱ ȱǻȱǯȱŗǼ

ȱǯȱŗȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱ

Internal

 

ȱǻ Ǽ

 

 

Direct

ȱǰȱ
hesitant, uneducated, tricky, serȱǻ¢ȱǼ

Although intelligent and capable, Romanian
managers do not have a management culture
and do not know what they want (usually, they
ȱ ȱȱ ȱȱǼǯȱǰȱ¢ȱ
ȱǻȱ¢ȱȱȱȱ Ǽȱȱȱ ȱ
is demanded of them.

Pragmatic

“Rascal” / oriented (fluid and
Ǽ

Romanian managers do not have a culture of
pragmatism. Usually, they mistake pragmatism with resolutions in the form of some casts
made of conglomerates that have no direct
complementarity.

Based on the Based on group
omnipotence of interests, often
the effect
imported and
insufficiently
adapted

Romanian managers do not have a culture of effect, a culture of the planned and pursued with
perseverance outcome, a culture of the priority and the job well done. Romanian managers
think of themselves as omnidirectional, omniscient and they do not focus on the possible outcome analysis or on the effects of the outcome.

Based on the
unimportance
of the hierarchical differences

For the Americans, work is essential, while for
the Romanians property, hierarchy, pride of the
job function, position and megalomania are of
utmost importance.

Dominated by
bureaucratic
excess and
hierarchies

Unsympathetic, Unsympathetic,
individualistic, individualist,
business-cen- prolix
tred

Under normal circumstances, for Romanian the
unsympathetic, the individualism and selfishness matter as well, and not the business itself as
it is the case of the Americans, but the position,
the culture of the unconscious and self-important ego.
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mercantile
(profitable
in terms of
purpose and
Ǽ

Inessential, petty Immediate gain, without concern for the future
purpose
Ȧȱ ȱ Ǽǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
a humble mentality of national helplessness, of
dependency, of non-sovereignty. Sovereignty,
for some of them, represents a burden.

Info
domination



Romanian managers do not consider the global
competition.

Techno domination (total technological and
informational
Ǽ

What can be
obtained from
others, at prices
established by
them

Romanian managers do not trust the technological capacity and capability of Romania and,
therefore, they do not include it into the management equation as a contributing factor, as a
relevant potential.

ȱȱ
ȱdominance
gic humiliation.
ȱȱ
disinterest

Romanian managers believe they do not have
and cannot have such competences. Most of
them believe that the domination, leading and
rapid actions strategies are too far away.

Financial
engineering
ǻǼ

Financial servitude financial “pulling
through”

ȱȱŗşşŖǰȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱ
on the financial possibilities of Romania and for
the sake of attracting foreign capital, they have
completely destroyed their own financial resources and have facilitated the cornering of the
financial sector by the foreign actors…

Economic and
technological
dominance

Humble economic survival

ȱȱȱȱȱǰȱ out knowledge or by stupidity or selfish interest,
have contributed to the destruction of the national economy, the concept of survival as well
cannot enter any national economic management strategy ...

Political, geopo- Political, geolitical and mili- political and
tary dominance military depen¢ǯȱȱ
dimension.

The geopolitical vision of the Romanian managers is completely devoid of knowledge, understanding, wisdom and strategic interest. Army
country is dependent on imports of military
technique...

Dominance
based on a
pragmatic
culture, on the
culture market

Romanian managers are not considering such
dominance and not even a healthy participation
alongside those who have such a capability.
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ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ £ȱ
from a culture and, especially, its analysis
compared to the management of an organi£ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ¢ȱ
things, starting with the very culture of that
£ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ cept of leadership, with its philosophy and
physiognomy, with its brand, with the human resource (the only one which is intanȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ Ǽȱ ȱ ȱ
with the relational systems, flows and acȱ ȱ £ȱ ȱ £ǰȱ ȱ
concepts and management techniques and
many others. We believe that the landmarks
are enough to understand, especially the differences. And this is a very important issue.
What it results from the information
presented above, it seems that, apart from
names and some absolutely general landǰȱ ȱ ȱ £ȱ agement is very far from the American
management, mainly because the managers’
lack of personality, the asymmetry of perception, representation and managerial attitude.
In other words, American management,
no matter how performant, it cannot be copied ad litteram, neither imitated nor taken
selectively, but only analysed and used inspirational support, as an efficient and functional model. The same thing happens with
the strategies that come along with it: the direct ones, the strategies based on effect, the
pragmatic ones, etc.
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱǯȱȃȱ ȱȄŘ is increasingly brought into discussion espe¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ¡ȱ Ȭ ȱ
ȱ ȱȱȱȱǰȱȱȱ¥ȱ
ȂȱǱȱȱȱ·ǵǰ
http://www45.essec.edu/professorsCV/showDeǯǵ ƽŗŗŘŘŚǭ¢ƽȬtent;
Ř
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relationship, in which the historical reconciliation plays a very important role. It is a
ȱ ȱ ǯȱ ȱ ȱ
 ȱȱ ȱȱȱ¢ȱ£ȱ
ǯȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ
model, as it is known in France, derive from
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ £ǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
carefully planned and have a very specific
agenda. The French prefer meetings or briefings without agenda. Someone writes a proǯȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱ
the speaker, unlike the French who prefer
meetings without an accurate agenda, meetings which usually ends without conclusions.
ȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
ones we all know from the literature and the
ȱ Ǳȱ ȱ ¢ǲȱ ȱ ¢ȱ
of providing attention to detail (“The devil
ȱȱȱȄȱ¢ȱȱ ȱǼǱȱ
the careful management of everyone’s career
(people have a long career within the enterprise, they are not replace at someone’s will,
neither for applying a principle of rotation,
etc.; the careful management of projects by
following very precise and unanimously acȱ ȱ ǻ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
Ǽǲȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
¢ǰȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
strict compliance of skills in a register of collegiality (unlike the Americans, where this
principle is generally unimportant in the enterprise management, but very important in
ȱ¢Ǽǲȱȱȱȱȱing work on a project, unlike the French who
do not share this opinion; explicit and direct
communication.
ȱ ¢ȱ ¢ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ment style is similar to the American one,
especially in terms of rigor, precision and respect for labour. In terms of communication,
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ȱ
ȱ ȱ ¡ȱ ȱ ǯȱ
ȱ ǻ ȱ ȱ Ǽȱ ȱ
clear, precise, explicit and leave no room
ȱǯȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
such thing as reading between the lines.
The way of decision making is also of
utmost importance. In France, the employer
makes the decision, after previously, during
ȱǰȱȱȱǻȱǼȱ¢Ȃȱȱǻ ȱȱȱȱȱȱǼǯȱ ȱ
¢ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
the process of decision making, while the decision actually represents a compromise. The
ȱ Ȭȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
all the details and all the significance.
ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ
ȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
based on a rigorous culture of detail, on the
respect of each member of the group and on
his important role in drafting the decision
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǯȱ ȱ ȱ
actually work as a team where everyone has
an important and irreplaceable role, even if
the basic principle is represented by the hierarchy. The hierarchy does not mean a succession of pedestals, but a whole pyramid of
competences.
The most important principles of the
ȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱ ǯȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ £ȱ ȱ
follows:
The fundamental principles of the
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
following:
Ȋȱthe process involving participation
and codetermination;
Ȋȱcompetence, hierarchy, team spirit,
results;
Ȋȱrespect for detail, discipline, rigor, diligence, creativity;
Ȋȱfairness, stability, ensuring the welfare of all employees.
The information recounted above says
almost everything about the culture of detail

and the well and thoroughly done job, which
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
management model. Such a model seems
to be perfect, valid for everyone, regardless
of the value systems and culture to which
one belongs to. Everyone wants rigor, accuracy, punctuality, precision, clarity and efficiency. In reality, in terms of culture, theory
and practice of management things are not
ȱǯȱȱȱȱȱ ǯȱȱȱ
ȱ ȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱ
ȱ ȱ ǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
the culture of rigor and detail, for example
ȱȱȱȱǰȱ ǰȱ£ȱ
ȱ ȱ ǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ portant inventions of this world were made
by Romanians. But this respect for detail and,
generally, for doing things right can be implemented in redundant processes as well,
only if such redundancies provide the necessary framework to the cultures in question so
that to generate managerial performance.
From those related above, results also
some of the features of the French model of
management. Even if currently in France, the
ȱȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱǻȱȱǱȱǼǰȱ
however, the French prefer their model,
which is based on one of the richest cultures
of the world – the French culture.
For this reason, the principles of the
French model of management seem quite
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ times even opposed, but these models – the
ȱȱȱȱȱȬȱ¡ȱȱȱ
social and economic engine of the European
Union, in the peace, stability and prosperity
of the Union. It is not at all negligible that the
European Union, on parity with the United
ǰȱ ȱȱ ȱȱȱȱŗŝǰŖŖŖȱlars, has the most advanced economy and the
most dynamic and performant culture within
ȱ£ȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱ
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generating value systems of the world. And
even if Union faces numerous problems in
the current formula and bureaucracy, there
is no doubt that European management will
find in due time, the most appropriate way
ȱ£ȱȱ£ȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱ¢ȱ£ǯ
The following are also part of these
principles:
Ȋȱthe authority and the interventionism
of the state as the main managerial pivot of
the country;
Ȋȱthe individualism having ancestral
roots and notable performances in the creative managerial dimension;
Ȋȱthe endogenous, rigorous and authoritative bureaucracy;
Ȋȱthe traditionalism, the respect towards a huge heritage that generates the
managerial force of the culture;
Ȋȱthe creative spirit, the technological
and artistic creativity;
Ȋȱthe role of elites and the role of a creative competency based management.
The economy of France, its performance
in generating global and European values
is based on a strong, flexible and creative
management and on its completeness relationship with ȱ ȱ ȱ
management. There are numerous examples
of performance resulted from this completeness. Such examples prove that a style of
performant management is not enough, but
a wider range of shapes and forms of different creative management is needed so that to
generate those potentials without which the
sustainable development is not possible.
In our view, the British model of management is part of the same areal as this type
of management is based on the global culture
of this great maritime force, on the extensive
experience, a large vision on a long-term and
an Euro-Atlantic geopolitics of greater depth.
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The main characteristics of the British
model of management are:
Ȋȱthe capacity and capability of achieving some ingenious projects, based on independence in thought and action and on
encouraging such spirit in all the structures
and all over the regions of the British areal;
Ȋȱstylistic rigor and the geopolitical culture of determinations, meaning the accurate
and effective accumulation and dissemination of cognition, as a precondition to selfaccomplishing managerial performance;
Ȋȱthe employees’ respect and the careful
use of their capacity and intelligence;
Ȋȱthe culture of the ancestral superiority;
Ȋȱthe safety and security of the productive action and of any other activity.
The main features of the management
ȱȱȱ£ȱȱȱȱ
determined by the different conditions of the
regions in this country, by the quite high differences in the process of developing regions,
by a much too high dependency on foreign,
imported technologies, just like in Romania
and other Eastern European countries, by the
¢ȱ ȱ £ȱ ȱ ȱ eign capital, by the lack of consistency and
solid support for sustainable development,
ǯȱ  ǰȱ ȱ ŗşşŖǰȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
Italy, has been benefitting from the huge intake of qualified and generally well-trained
force, a force coming mainly from Romania,
due to the destruction of the national economy of this country. But it is possible that
Romania and other countries from Eastern
Europe to have been sacrificed for saving
Spain and Italy from an economic disaster
caused by the insufficiency of the human potential as an intangible resource.
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Řǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱture and style of the performance
management

Culture is, by far, the most essential
ȱ ȱ £ǯȱȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
monad of culture. Values are large deposits
in time of the results of the effective vaulted
human action. Basically, any form of management represents a connection between
value, capability, interests, the processual
characteristic and the method of generating efficient action, having performance as
main effect. But such a chain is not possible
without a strong cultural foundation, without a stimulating environment and without a
ȱ ¡ȱ £ǯȱ ȱ
does not only mean to manage potentials,
resources and actions, but it also represents
a solid concept, a significant creation, and a
style. The managerial style is given specifically by this heritage, meaning by the value
systems, more precisely by culture.
ȱ ǰȱ ¢ȱ ǰȱ gists and other scientists were concerned
by the assessment of the role of culture in
the process of generating similarities and
differences between populations, as well as
management styles specific to enterprises,
ǰȱȱȱȱ£ǯȱ
It is about the role of culture in human typology and thereby the effective role of culture
ȱ£ȱȱȱȱȱȱ
and conditioning of managerial styles.
ȱ 3 was the first specialist
ȱ ȱ ȱȬȱȂȱȱ national Differences in Work, Related Values, Be¢ȱ ȱǱȱȱȱǲȱ ȱ ȱ Ȭȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ
Mind, Institute for Research on Intercultural Cooȱǻ  Ǽǰȱȱ¢ȱ  ȱȬȱ ȱȱ
¢ȱǰȱǰȱŗşşŗǲ
3

who has dealt with the issue of the role of
culture in human typology, in building and
setting the collective mind. What distinguishes a human community from another
and even a team from another team is precisely this mental. The physical man, as we
see him every day, is a given of nature. But
the human nature includes within not only
the physical man with his primary necessities but also the cognitive man, the man who
thinks and builds in the thinking ground, in
an abstract world which is specific only to
him, meaning in the culture and knowledge
ground. Culture is learned, being an effect
or result of education. Man is essentially a
cultural being. He lives in a universe of cognition, of values, of faith, beliefs, attitudes,
skills, experience and cultural and heritage
accumulations. Therefore, the differences
in terms of management practices and successes of individuals, groups, companies and
countries and, after all, the whole mankind
are explained by Hofstede through the existence of some cultural differences.
Hofstede says that culture is a way of
mental programming of thinking. It is not
something inherited, a genetic product, but
it originates from the social environment.
Culture – the most important component of
the individual’s personality – is assimilated,
formed in time during the whole lifetime.
The individual is as he develops. And he develops through learning, through education,
through culture. A person’s character and the
other traits of his personality, of the group
and the society are a product of interactions
within the culture ground.
Hofstede represented these components
of an individual’s mental programming with
ȱȱȱȱ¢ȱǻȱǯȱŗǼ
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ȱǯȱŗȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ

Inherited and
Learned

Specific to
Individual
PERSONALITY

Specific to
Group

Universal

CULTURE

HUMAN NATURE

Even if global£ȱ 4will end (if it will
ȱǼȱȱ ȱȱȱ¡ȱȱ
expressions of uniqueness, differences and
diversity.
Interculturality is defined precisely
on these differences, on these sets of cultures, having two concentric essential
configurations:
Ȋȱȱȱ ȱ £ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
shared values;
Ȋȱȱȱ ȱ £ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
values which are part of the culture of a
£ǯ
Culture represents a product of human
activity, which is assembled in great systems
of values. Values appear as a huge mosaic assembled in value systems.
ǰȱ ȱ ȱ Ȃȱ ǰȱ
the following are among the determining factors of the business culture:
Ȋȱ“traditions, beliefs, ethnic values
4

Source: http://www.rasfoiesc.com/business/maȦȬ Ȭ Ȭ ŗŜǯǲ

Learned

Inherited

transmitted from generation to generation,
representing important landmarks of the national consciousness;
Ȋȱthe dominant religion;
Ȋȱthe level of the economic development, economic structures and mechanisms,
habits of consumption;
Ȋȱthe legal and institutional framework;
Ȋȱthe natural, geographical and climatic
environment, etc.” 5
ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
factors, the attitudinal ones, the ones belonging to the human personality, and the ones
which reveal the differences.
But also in terms of cognitive culture in
the age of knowledge, there is a reversal of
the Hofstede’s pyramid - we shall define it
the cultural pyramid of cognition – which we
believe to become essential in the new type of
society based on knowledge, in the cognitive
śȱǰȱ ȱǰȱ ǰȱǯȱŗŘŝǰȱ ȱ de, Cultures and organisations. Software of the
ǰȱ  Ȭ ȱ¢ǰȱǰȱŗşşŗǲ
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or epistemic society, a society which is char£ȱ¢ȱȱ Ȭȱ¢ȱȱ
by an epistemic economy. Ŝ
All these determine the management
¢ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ £ǰȱ ȱ ny, a country or even humanity.
Instead of conclusions
Comparative management is nothing
ȱȱ¢ȱǻȱǼȱ¢ȱȱȱ
Ŝ

University Professor PhD Adrian Curaj, Capital
ǰȱ ǰȱ ŘŖŗŗȬŘŖŗŘǰȱ ǯȱ ŘȬřǰȱ ǱȦȦ
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different shapes, formulas, types and styles
of management, to discover, mainly, the differences between them, the intersection areas
ȱ ȱ ȱ £ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
be used in managing conflict and achieving
economic, political, social, informational, cultural and even military performance.
In our opinion, the fact that there are
structural and functional differences and dissimilarities in terms of style and method does
not represent vulnerability, but a field where
£ȱȱȱȱȱ
management of differences can be used, and
ȱȱȱ ȱ£ȱȱ¡tion and new managerial performances.
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